The random matrix theory (RMT) can be used to classify both topological phases of matter and quantum chaos. Here, we apply the random matrix theory (RMT) to classify the quantum chaos in the colored SYK model first introduced by Gross and Rosenhaus. We focus on the two colored case and four colored case with balanced number of sites N . By identifying the maximal symmetries, the independent parity conservation sectors, the minimum (irreducible) Hilbert space, and especially the relevant anti-unitary and unitary operators, we show that the color degree of freedoms lead to novel quantum chaotic behaviours. When N is odd, different symmetry operators need to be constructed to make the classifications complete. The 2 colored case only show 3-fold Wigner-Dyson (WD) way. The 4 colored case show 10-fold generalized WD way which may also have non-trivial edge exponents. We also study 2 and 4 colored hybrid SYK models which display many salient quantum chaotic features hidden in the corresponding pure SYK models. We perform exact diagonalization to study both the bulk energy level statistics and the edge exponents and find excellent agreements with our exact maximal symmetry classifications. Our complete and systematic methods can be easily extended to study the generic imbalanced cases. They may be transferred to the classifications of colored tensor models, quantum chromodynamics with pairings across different colors, quantum black holes and interacting symmetry protected (or enriched) topological phases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classifications of phases of matter has a long history. It starts with the Landau theory on the classifcations of all the possible spontaneous symmetry breaking states to more recent classifications of the topological insulators and superconductors [1] [2] [3] of non-interacting electrons using the same symbols and techniques as the random matrix theory (RMT). The latter inspired and triggered the classifications of topological phase of interacting bosons or fermions which break no symmetries [3, 4] . On the other forefront, there are recent extensive research activities on studying quantum chaos and quantum information scramblings in Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] and its various invariants. Because the ground state of SYK models are quantum spin liquids which break neither symmetry nor having any kinds of topological orders. Then one may need to classify the SYK models by a different organization pattern of matter which describe how quantum information are scrambled in the system: the quantum chaos.
There are two completely independent ways to characterize the quantum chaos. One way is to evaluate the out of time correlation (OTOC) functions to describe the quantum information scramblings in the early time (Ehrenfest time) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . It was found that the SYK models show the maximal quantum chaos with the largest possible Lyapunov exponent λ L = 2π/β saturating the quantum chaos bound [18] . This salient feature ties that of the quantum black holes which are the fast quantum information scramblers in Nature. This fact suggests that the SYK model may be a boundary theory of some sort of bulk dilaton gravity theory such as the well known Jackiw-Teitelboim (JT) gravity [19, 20] . Another way is to use the random matrix theory (RMT) to describe the energy level statistics (ELS) which can be used to probe the late time (Heisenberg time) dynamics [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . It was found that the ELS of the Majorana fermion SYK can be described by the 3 fold-way Wigner-Dyson (WD) distributions in a N (mod 8) periodicity [22] [23] [24] . The RMT has also been employed to study the quantum chaotic behaviours of event horizon fluctuations of black holes [23] .
The quantum chaos in the SYK models are due to the quenched disorders. However, it inspired a new class of clean quantum mechanical models called colored or un-colored tensor (Gurau-Witten) model [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] which share similar quantum chaotic properties as the SYK at least in the large N limit. Despite the lack of quenched disorders, the quantum chaos in tensor models seems much more difficult to analyze by either OTOC or random matrix theory [34] . The OTOC and random matrix theory [35] may also be used to demonstrate the quantum chaos in a clean quantum optics model called Dicke model which describes the N qubits interacting with a single photon mode with both rotating wave and counterrotating wave interacting term [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Gross and Rosenhaus [12] generalized the SYK model to a colored SYK. It contains a = 1, 2, · · · , f colors, each has N a sites with a q a body interaction, so the total number of sites is N = f a=1 N a with a total q = f a=1 q a body interaction. The SYK model can be treated as the f = 1 special case. For the balanced case with N a = N/f and q a = q/f , after the quenched disorder average is performed, the system has a reduced symmetry O(N/f ) × O(N/f ) × · · ·× O(N/f ), compared to the SYK model with N = f N a sites and q = f q a body interaction which has a full O(N ) symmetry. The operator spectrum contains a tower identical to that of SYK with a q = f q a body interaction. The h = 2 operator which is the lowest dimensional operator in this tower still leads to the maximal chaos. There is also a new tower of operators with degeneracy f − 1. The lowest dimensional operator in this new tower is a h = 1 operator, whose OPE coefficient vanishes. There maybe some intricate relations between the colored SYK and the colored tensor (GW) models [31] [32] [33] . Here, we study the quantum chaos in the colored SYK from RMT which would be complementary to the OTOC study by Gross and Rosenhaus [12] . For simplicity, we only focus on the balanced cases with f = 2 and f = 4 colors. The analysis is much more involved, the results are dramatically different than the Majorana or complex fermion SYK model. Our main results are presented in Table I and II and Fig.2 ,5,6.
The two colored SYK only shows 3-fold WD way. For N even case, there are two conserved parities (Q 1 , Q 2 ) corresponding to the two colors. we construct one antiunitary operator P which commutes with the Hamiltonian. For N (mod 4) = 0, it is in GOE with degeneracy d = 1. For N (mod 4) = 2, it is in GUE with degeneracy d = 1 in a given (Q 1 , Q 2 ), but total degeneracy d t = 2 in the total parity Q t = Q 1 + Q 2 . For N odd case, we add two fermions with each color at infinity to construct Hilbert space separately for the two colors. So it still lead to two conserved parities (Q 1 , Q 2 ) corresponding to the two colors. It doubles the Hilbert space, but also gives one more conserved parity. We find an additional anti-unitary operator P z which also commutes with the Hamiltonian and plays complementary roles as P . In both cases of N (mod 4) = 1, 3, the ELS is GOE with d = 1 at a given parity sector. But P and P z exchange their roles in the two cases, so d t = 1 + 1 in the total parity Q t = Q 1 + Q 2 in the twice enlarged Hilbert space. Then We perform ED in the minimal Hilbert space which match our theoretical classification results (Fig.2) . We also study a hybrid 2 colored SYK model which violates (Q 1 , Q 2 ) parity, but conserves the total parity Q t . It shows several novel quantum chaotic behaviours at all N (mod 4) values ( Fig.3 ) which are hidden in the pure 2 colors SYK model. Our systematic approach can also be extended to a generic case with different N a , a = 1, 2.
The 4 colored case shows dramatic different quantum chaotic behaviours than the 2 colored case. It shows 10-fold way with non-trivial edge exponents. For the 4 colored case, there are always three independent conserved parities Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 corresponding to the sum of two of the 4 colors. For N even case, the three independent conserved parities commute with each other. We construct one anti-unitary operator P which commutes with the Hamiltonian. We also find another anti-unitary operator P m which anti-commutes with the Hamiltonian. The product of the two anti-unitary operators lead to a unitary chirality operator Λ which is nothing but the individual parity of each color. It anti-commutes with the Hamiltonian. So when N (mod 4) = 0, 2, the ELS is in BDI and CI respectively with d = 1 in a given parity sector (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ). In addition to the bulk RMT index β = 1, due to the chiral (mirror) symmetry, they also have the edge exponent α = 0, 1 respectively. It is the chiral symmetry which dictates such a non-trivial "bulk-edge" correspondence. For N odd case, Q ). Then we add four fermions with each color at infinity to construct Hilbert space separately for the four colors. This enlarges the Hilbert space by 2 × 2 times, but also lead to two more conserved parities. So the complete set of mutually commuting conserved parities becomes (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 , Q 0t ) in the enlarged Hilbert space. The two anti-unitary P, P m and the chirality operator Λ still hold after shifting N → N + 1. So when N (mod 4) = 3, 1, the ELS becomes GOE in both cases with d = 1. We also identify another anti-unitary operator P z which commutes with the Hamiltonian, but it maps (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ) to (Q 12 + 1, Q 23 + 1, Q 34 + 1), both of which have the same total parity Q t = Q 12 + Q 34 and Q 0t . This fact leads to d t = 2 in the total parity (Q t , Q 0t ) when N is odd. Then we perform ED to confirm our theoretical results ( Fig.5 ) , especially the edge exponent for N (mod 4) = 0, 2 ( Fig.6 ) . We also study a hybrid 4 colored SYK model which violates (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ) parity, but conserves the total parity (Q t , Q 0t ). It shows several novel quantum chaotic behaviours at all N (mod 4) values (Fig.3 ) which are hidden in the pure 4 colors SYK model. Our systematic approach can also be extended to the imbalanced cases with different N a , a = 1, 2, 3, 4. The broad impacts of the methods and results achieved in the paper and some perspectives are summarized in the conclusion section.
Finally, in the three appendices, we discuss the intercolor representation which is independent of N is odd or even, so can be most conveniently used to perform our ED in the minimum Hilbert space. We perform our classifications on 2-and 4-colored SYK models and their corresponding hybrids in this minimum Hilbert space. To be compared to the results achieved with intra-color representations in the main text, when N is odd, we also add Majorana fermions at ∞ and perform our classifications in the enlarged Hilbert space. We reach the same conclusions among the three different classification schemes ( namely, the two different inter-color scheme in this appendix and the intra-color scheme in the main text ) which may bring additional and considerable insights into the physical picture.
II. THE TWO COLORED q = 4 SYK
The Majorana SYK was extended to the colored SYK in [12] which may also be called Gross-Rosenhaus model. For simplicity, we first take two favors a = 1, 2 with q 1 = q 2 = 2, N 1 = N 2 = N .
where J ij;kl are real and satisfy the Gaussian distribution with J ij;kl = 0, J 2 ij;kl = 2J 2 /N 3 . At first sight, for both N even or odd, one can always introduce N complex fermions by combining the two colors c i = (χ 1i − iχ 2i )/ √ 2, c † i = (χ 1i + iχ 2i )/ √ 2 and define the particle-hole symmetry operator to be
As to be shown in the appendix A, this construction using P 12 across the two colors is an alternative representation to discuss the symmetry class of the Hamiltonian. So we take a different approach in the following. Both approached have their own advantages, so are complementary to each other.
A. N even case: N (mod 4) = 0, 2 Let us discuss the N even case. In this case, just following Ref. [27] , one can split the site i into even and odd sites (Fig.1a) , then introduce N c = N/2 complex fermions for each flavour c 1i = (χ 1,2i −iχ 1,2i−1 )/ √ 2, c † 1i = (χ 1,2i + iχ 1,2i−1 )/ √ 2 and define the particle-hole symmetry operator to be
− c 1i ) work equally well, it will not lead to new symmetry ). It is easy to show P . One can also show that
] . The number of color 1 fermions
is not a conserved quantity, but its parity
= N c − Q 1 which justifies P 1 as an anti-unitary PH transformation. One can similarly construct P 2 operator from color 2 fermions. So it is convenient to characterize the Hilbert space in terms of the conserved joint parity (Q 1 , Q 2 ) which block diagonize it into 4 sectors. Unfortunately, neither P 1 nor P 2 , neither commute nor anti-commute with the Hamiltonian. But P 1 , P 2 , R 1 , R 2 can be used as building blocks to construct operators which will do the job. This is the main difference than the 4 color case to be discussed in the following where one can find two antiunitary operators, one P in Eq.12 commute, another P m in Eq.14 anti-commute with the Hamiltonian. Now for the N even case, we introduce:
which can be contrasted to the similar operator in the 4 color case Eq.12 to be discussed in the following. One can show that:
It is easy to see When N (mod 4) = 0, 1, 2, 3, the energy level statistics show GOE, GOE, GUE, GOE respectively, which agree with symmetry analysis summarized in Table. I. The 4 background curves are P (r) of Poisson (red), GOE (blue), GUE (green), GSE (purple), respectively.
For N (mod 4) = 0, N c = N/2 is even, then P 2 = 1, (Q 1 , Q 2 ) also map to the same sector, the ELS is GOE. The ground state degeneracy is d = 1. Because the 4 sectors are un-related, so it is not known which sector contains the ground state [40] .
For N (mod 4) = 2, N c = N/2 is odd, then P 2 = −1, but (Q 1 , Q 2 ) map to different sector with (Q 1 + 1, Q 2 + 1), the ELS is GUE. The degeneracy d = 1 at a given (Q 1 , Q 2 ). However, if just focus on the total parity Q t = Q 1 +Q 2 , it is still mapped to the same total parity sector, so it has the d t = 2 double degeneracy [41] in a given total parity sector Q t . So the 4 sectors can still be separated into two sectors with a given Q t . This maybe useful when we consider a quadratic perturbation such as Eq.6 which violates the separate parities (Q 1 , Q 2 ), but still conserve the total parity Q t = Q 1 + Q 2 .
B. N odd case: N (mod 4) = 1, 3
However, when N (mod 4) = 1, 3, the above procedures for even N needs to be modified. In fact, one can still take the advantage of the above representation with N even case by adding χ 1,N +1 = χ 1∞ and χ 2,N +1 = χ 2∞ to make the parity conservation in the color 1 and color 2 respectively and explicitly (Fig.1b) . In doing so, one also doubles the Hilbert space. Similar strategy was used before to study the symmetry protected topological phase of odd number of Majorana chain [42] and the ELS of the SYK model with N odd [22] . Then one can still define P 1 , P 2 and P with N c = N +1 2 as before. Eq.(3) still applies.
So when N (mod 4) = 3, N c is even, then P 2 = 1. Under P , (Q 1 , Q 2 ) maps to the same sector. So it is in GOE. The degeneracy d = 1 at a given (Q 1 , Q 2 ). When using the P z operator in Eq.4 which maps (Q 1 , Q 2 ) to (Q 1 + 1, Q 2 + 1) , one can see so it has the double degeneracy d t = 1 + 1 in a given total parity sector Q t .
However, when N (mod 4) = 1, N c is odd. Under P , (Q 1 , Q 2 ) maps to (Q 1 + 1, Q 2 + 1). So one may only use P to establish the connection between the two sectors which have the same total parity. This forced us to look for a different operator which may map (Q 1 , Q 2 ) into the same sector and still commutes with the Hamiltonian. This operator is found to be:
which can be written down just by just changing N c in P 1 , P 2 , P to N c − 1. So it will play a complementary role as P which will be analyzed in the following. So when N is odd, P 1 , P 2 , R 1 , R 2 and Z 1 , Z 2 can be used as building blocks to construct various operators. One can show that:
where, of course, as usual, i = ∞ is always excluded. into (Q1 +1, Q2 +1). When N (mod 4) = 3, P maps (Q1, Q2) to itself, Pz maps (Q1, Q2) into (Q1 + 1, Q2 + 1). So P and Pz exchange their roles in the two cases of odd N . So dt is the degeneracy in the enlarged Hilbert space which may not be seen in the ED doing in the original (minimum) Hilbert space. When doing ED in the P12 basis which is the original (minimum) Hilbert space without adding the two Majorana fermions at ∞, only the dt = 2 at N (mod 4) = 2 case can be seen as shown in Fig.3a,b . However, the dt = 1 + 1 at N (mod 4) = 1, 3 cases can not be seen (see Appendix A).
It is also easy to see that P 
So when N (mod 4) = 1, N c is odd. Under P z , (Q 1 , Q 2 ) still maps to the same sector. P 2 z = 1, so it is still in GOE. The degeneracy d = 1 at a given (Q 1 , Q 2 ). As said above Eq.4, when using the P operator in Eq.2 which maps (Q 1 , Q 2 ) to (Q 1 +1, Q 2 +1) , so it has double degeneracy d t = 1 + 1 in a given total parity sector Q t .
In summary, when N is even, there are two cases: N (mod 4) = 0, it is still in GOE. When N (mod 4) = 2, it is in GUE. One use the P operator Eq.2 in both cases. When N is odd, one may need to add a Majorana fermion at infinity for each color. The Hilbert space is also doubled. There are also two cases, both cases are GOE. When N (mod 4) = 3, one still use the P operator Eq.2, but when N (mod 4) = 1, one must use the Z operator Eq.4. These theoretical results are listed in the following table and are confirmed by the ED shown in Fig.2 . In the following, we will discuss a parity (Q 1 , Q 2 ) violating hybrid two colored SYK model Eq.6. It still conserves the total parity Q t . It can be used to study the stability of quantum chaos and KAM theorem in the f = 2 colored SYK [27] . Furthermore, one can demon-strate the importance of identifying the maximal symmetry, the largest conserved quantities and the smallest Hilbert space to do the correct classifications in the RMT. A small perturbation K/J → 0 limit which breaks (Q 1 , Q 2 ), but conserves Q t = Q 1 + Q 2 may also be used to drag out the rich and novel physics encoded in the Table I from a very effective angle. This kind of small perturbation may also be used to probe the interior of a dual black hole in the bulk [45] . 
The mean value of ther-parameter andr ′ -parameter for the two colored hybrid SYK models with N = 9, 10, 11, 12. All the data is taken at a given total parity sector Qt = Q1 + Q2, and averaged over 1000, 800, 600, 400 samples respectively. (a) For N (mod 4) = 1, it shows the H1122 (namely, at K = 0) is in GOE. There is a CNCT from the GOE to the Poisson as K/J increases. (b) For N (mod 4) = 2, r (black curve) for NN ELS is rapidly changing, but r ′ (orange curve) for NNN ELS shows a nice GUE plateau near K = 0. (c) For N (mod 4) = 3, it shows the similar behaviours as that in (a). (d) For N (mod 4) = 0, the ( slightly above ) Poisson-like near K = 0 will be split into two independent GOE when projected into two separate (Q1, Q2). However, it can be shown that the NNN ELS of the mixed ensemble of the two un-correlated sectors must show GUE. Indeed,r ′ shows a nice plateau on GUE at small K. All the CNCT is through the GOE due to the Pm symmetry at any finite K/J.
A two-colored q = 2 and q = 4 hybrid SYK model is:
where J ij;kl , K ij are real and satisfy the Gaussian distribution with J ij;kl = 0, J
2 /N respectively. Of course, other two colored hybrid models can also be constructed, but Eq.6 is the most democratic one between the two colors. Now we apply the PH transformation to the hybrid colored SYK model Eq.6. The (Q 1 , Q 2 ) does not conserve separately anymore, but the total parity Q t = Q 1 + Q 2 remains conserved. However, P in Eq.2 ( or Z in Eq.4 for N (mod 4) = 1 ) is not conserved anymore due to {P, H 12 } = 0 ( or {Z, H 12 } = 0 ). So the hybrid SYK does not have the PH symmetry anymore.
A. N even case
For N even, N c = N/2, we find the following operator:
then one can show that
Then due to the opposite sign in the two flavours, one
map to the same total parity sector. So surprisingly or counter-intuitively, in sharp contrast to all the type I hybrid SYK models studied before [27] , the hybrid system is in GOE at a given total parity sector at any ratio K/J. This is exactly what is observed in Fig.3 .
For N (mod 4) = 2 in Fig.3 (a), it is instructive to look at K/J → 0 limit, the H 1122 at K/J = 0 has two-fold degeneracy d t = 2 confining to the total parity Q t ( Table  1 ) . It consists of two sectors (Q 1 , Q 2 ) and (Q 1 +1, Q 2 +1) which are mapped to each other by the operator P in Eq.2. However, as shown in Fig.2 , when we do the ELS on separate parities (Q 1 , Q 2 ), then the ELS shows GUE. Indeed, we take just one set of energy levels at any ratio of K/J, then the set stays at GUE until to K/J ∼ 1. The other set shows the identical behaviour. As shown in [27] , when (a) is in GOE, the NNN statistics in (b) would be close to GSE. When (a) is in Poissonian, the NNN statistics in (b) would be close to 1/2. The hybrid colored SYK is in GOE in some range near K/J = 1. There is a CNCT from the GOE to the Poissonian as K/J increases.
For N (mod 4) = 0 in Fig.3(d) , it is instructive to look at K/J → 0 limit, the H 1122 at K/J = 0 has no degeneracy d t = 1 ( Table 1 ) . When doing the ED in the total parity sector (−1)
Qt , the two separate parities (Q 1 , Q 2 ) and (Q 1 + 1, Q 2 + 1) are independent of each other and mixed together, because there is no level repulsions between the energy levels in the two separate parities, then the ELS may start to show something close to the Poissonian [40] . This is indeed the case shown in Fig.3 (d) d. Naively, it could mislead to the conclusion that H 1122 maybe integrable and satisfy Poissonian when N (mod 4) = 0. However, as shown in Fig.2 , when one do the ELS on separate parities (Q 1 , Q 2 ), then the ELS shows it real face: GOE. In a given total parity sector, the hybrid colored SYK is in GOE in some range near K/J = e 2 , there is a CNCT from the GOE to the Poissonian as K/J increases.
B. N odd case
When N is odd, N (mod 4) = 1, 3, as in the q = 4 case discussed in Sec.2, after adding χ 1,N +1 = χ 1∞ and χ 2,N +1 = χ 2∞ , one can still define N c = N +1 2 . Then Eq.7 and Eq.8 still follow and the discussions following them still hold [44] , so the hybrid system should be in GOE at any ratio K/J. In reality, there is a CNCT from GOE to Poission as K/J increases.
Tentatively, one may also try the following operator by replacing P 1 in Eq.7 by Z 1 :
Then one can show that
where, of course, as usual, i = ∞ is always excluded.
1∞ always map to the opposite total parity sector. So it can only be used to establish the energy spectrum between opposite total parity sectors in the hybrid model Eq.6.
Here, we summarize several salient features in Fig.3 . Note that the GOE of the hybrid model is at a given total parity sector and at any K/J. While the 3 GOEs in Table I is at a given (Q 1 , Q 2 ) which is conserved only at the q = 4 SYK limit K = 0. As explained at Table  1 , the d t = 1 + 1 at N odd is in the enlarged Hilbert space, so can not be seen when one doing ED in P 12 basis. Because this basis is the minimal original Hilbert space without introducing χ 1∞ and χ 2∞ ( see Appendix A ). So the GOE at K = 0 is directly connected to the hybrid GOE, this is why the GOEs at N (mod 4) = 1, 3 are the two most robust ones against the K term among all the figures in Fig.3 .
In a sharp contrast, the GOE at N (mod 4) = 0 can not seen even at K/J → 0 limit, because it is mixed with the opposite parity sector and hidden in this limit, so both parity sectors combine to behave like something slightly higher than "Poisson". If one had done the ED just in the total parity sector, it would lead to the conclusion that the q = 4 two colored SYK satisfies Poisson hinting it may be integrable. In reality, the quantum chaos is hiding inside the total parity and need be dragged out by splitting it into the two separate parity sectors. The "fake" Poisson will evolve to the GOE, then a CNCT from the GOE to the real Poisson. As shown in Fig.3c , the "fake" Poisson shows a nice plateau regime near q = 4 whose length maybe used to quantitatively characterize the stability of the quantum chaos near the q = 4 side.
While the double degeneracy d t = 2 in the total parity sector at N (mod 4) = 2 is in the minimal original Hilbert space, so can be seen in the ED. Any small K breaks this degeneracy. So the combination of r and the new universal ratio r ′ first introduced in [27] are needed to describe the evolution of the ELS. Especially, r ′ is needed to quantitatively characterize the stability of the quantum chaos near the q = 4 side.
IV. THE FOUR COLORED q = 4 SYK
Here, we take four favors a = 1, 2, 3, 4 with
where J ijkl are real and satisfy the Gaussian distribution with In contrast to the two colored cases, the separate parity in each color Q a , a = 1, 2, 3, 4 is not conserved any more, but the parity of any sum of the two ( there are six of them ) are conserved. Only 3 of the 6 are independent. Without losing any generality, we can just pick the following 3 (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ). Just like the two colored SYK model discussed above, at first sight, one can introduce N complex fermions from the first two flavors χ 1 , χ 2 and another N complex fermions from the other two flavors χ 2 , χ 3 . As to be shown in the appendix B, this construction using P 12 , P 34 across the two of the four colors is an alternative representation to discuss the symmetry class of the Hamiltonian. In the following, we mainly focus on the intra-color representation which keeps the conserved parity (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ) explicitly. So there are 8 sectors which can still be split into two sectors with two different total parities
Both approached have their own advantages, so are complementary to each other.
A. N even case: N (mod 4) = 0, 2 Let us discuss the N even case. In this case, just following the two colored SYK discussed above, one can split the site i into even and odd sites ( Fig.4a ) , then introduce N c = N/2 complex fermions for each flavour
/ √ 2 and define the particle-hole symmetry operator to be
work equally well, it will not lead to new symmetry ). It is easy to show P . One can also show that
Q1 . Very similarly, one can construct P 2 , P 3 , P 4 . So P i , R i can be used as the building blocks to construct all the possible operators. When N (mod 4) = 0, 1, 2, 3, all the bulk ELS show GOE which agrees with symmetry analysis summarized in Table II . But they can be distinguished by different edge behaviours as shown in Fig.6 . The 4 background curves are P (r) of Poisson (red), GOE (blue), GUE (green), GSE (purple) respectively. Now for the N even case, we introduce the following anti-unitary operator:
which can be contrasted to the similar operator in the 2 color case Eq.2 discussed in the two color case.
It is easy to show that:
which leads to [P, H 4 ] = 0. It is also easy to check that P 2 = 1 and P Q a P −1 = N c − Q a , a = 1, 2, 3, 4 which automatically lead to P Q 12
Obviously, P map to the same parity sector (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ).
In fact, we can identify another anti-unitary operator:
which simply replace P 4 in Eq.12 by the R 4 operator. It can be contrasted to the similar operator in the 2 color case Eq.7. It is easy to show that:
It is also easy to check that P Now we find two anti-unitary operators, one commuting, another anti-commuting with H 4 . From the two antiunitary operators, one can define the chirality operator Λ = P P m = P 4 R 4 = (−1)
Q4 which is a unitary operator anti-commuting with the Hamiltonian {Λ, H 4 } = 0. Of course, any (−1)
Qa , a = 1, 2, 3, 4 work equally well as the unitary chirality operator. This is clearly intuitive, because H 1234 in Eq.11 contains one color each, so anti-commute with (−1)
Qa , a = 1, 2, 3, 4. Overall, when combining P with P 2 = 1 and P m with P In this case, P i , R i and Z i can be used as the building blocks to construct all the possible operators.
In-complete classification
However, when N (mod 4) = 1, 3, the above procedures for even N needs to be modified. In fact, one can still take the advantage of the above representation with N even case by adding χ 1,N +1 = χ 1∞ , χ 2,N +1 = χ 2∞ , χ 3,N +1 = χ 3∞ , χ 4,N +1 = χ 4∞ to make the parity conservations in (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ) explicitly ( Fig.4b ) . Then one can still define P a , a = 1, 2, 3, 4 and R a , a = 1, 2, 3, 4, P and P m ( therefore also the chirality operator
as before. So when N (mod 4) = 3, N c is even,
Unfortunately, this conclusion is in-correct . This could be expected that the Hilbert space is enlarged 2 × 2 = 4 times. Simultaneously, there should also two more conserved parities. But we only have 3 as (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ). So one is still missing. In the following, we will find this missing parity.
When N is odd, one may also use the following operator:
which simply replace P 1 , P 3 in Eq.12 by Z 1 , Z 2 operator. So it will play a complementary role as P which will be analyzed in the following. Then one can show that:
where, as usual, i = ∞ is always excluded. It is also easy to check that [P z , H 4 ] = 0, P
Obviously, P z map (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ) to a different parity sector (Q 12 +1, Q 23 +1, Q 34 +1). However, both sets have the same total parity Q t = Q 1 +Q 2 +Q 3 +Q 4 = Q 12 +Q 34 . Unfortunately, the above classification disagrees with our ED results, especially on edge exponents. It is important to resolve the discrepancy. It turns out that it missed the additional conserved quantity Q 0t which is the parity in the square box in Fig.4(b) . In the two colored cases discussed in Sec.2 and 3, it is also a conserved quantity, but it does not commute with Q 1 and Q 2 , so can not be used in the complete set of the conserved quantities. Here, it commutes with Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 . So is the ( so far missing ) additional member of the complete set of the conserved quantities (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 , Q 0t ). From Fig.4(b) , it is easy to see
where n 12∞ , n 34∞ may not be able to be conveniently expressed in terms of complex fermions c i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, but can always be concisely expressed in terms of Majorana
So one can see that P m operator changes the parity of Q 0t . This fact eliminates P m as the valid operator and leaves P as the only valid one. Because P 2 = 1, so the ELS is GOE. No edge exponent can be defined for GOE.
One can also show
which shows that P z conserves (Q t , Q 0t ). This fact shows that in a given total parity sector (Q t , Q 0t ), the energy level has two fold degeneracy d t = 2. This result could be useful when a quadratic term like Eq.21 which breaks the parities, but still keeps the total parity. In summary, when N (mod 4) = 0, it is in BDI. When N (mod 4) = 2, it is in CI. In additional to the bulk, they also have the edge exponents. When N (mod 2) = 1, 3, it is in AI(GOE) with d t = 2. No edge exponent can be defined. These theoretical results are confirmed by the ED shown in Fig.5 for the bulk and Fig.6 for the edge.
TABLE II. The ELS and degeneracy of the four colored SYK model. The degeneracy d = 1 is a given parity sector (Q12, Q23, Q34, Q0t). Q0t is defined only when N is odd. The total degeneracy dt is at a total parity sector (Qt, Q0t). When N is odd, Pz operator in Eq.16 maps (Q12, Q23, Q34) to a different parity sector (Q12 + 1, Q23 + 1, Q34 + 1). However, both sets have the same total parity (Qt, Q0t). So dt = 2. When doing ED P12 and P34 basis, both sets dt = 2 can be seen and were shown in Fig.7a,b and d,e. (see Appendix B) .
V. THE FOUR COLORED HYBRID q = 2 AND q = 4 SYK MODEL Similar to the two colored cases, in the following, we will discuss the parity (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 , Q 0t ) violating hybrid four colored SYK model Eq.21. It still conserves the total parity (Q t , Q 0t ). It can be used to study the stability of quantum chaos and KAM theorem in the f = 4 colored SYK [27] . Furthermore, one can demonstrate the importance of identify the maximal symmetry, the largest conserved quantities and the smallest Hilbert space to do the correct classifications in the RMT. A small perturbation K/J → 0 limit which breaks (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ), but conserves Q t = Q 12 + Q 34 may also be used to drag out the rich and novel physics encoded in the Table II . from a very effective angle. This kind of small perturbation may also be used to probe the interior of a dual black hole in the bulk [45] .
A four colored hybrid q = 2 and q = 4 SYK model is:
Of course, other 4 colored hybrid models can also be constructed, but Eq.21 is the most democratic one among all the four colors. In fact, shown in Fig.7 is our ED in a slightly generalized model H
where K ab ij also depends on colors, but satisfy the same distribution. Our ED on Eq.21 leads to similar results with slightly more noises on a given distribution. Now we apply the PH transformation P and P m to it.
(Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ) are not conserved anymore, but the total parity (−1)
Qt ( and (−1) Q0t when N is odd ) remains conserved. It is also easy to see that All the data is taken at a given total parity sector Qt = Q1 + Q2, and averaged over 800, 400, 200, 10 samples respectively. For N (mod 4) = 1, 3 in (b) and (d), the H1234 (namely, at K = 0) has two-fold degeneracy dt = 2 in the total parity sector. r (black curve) for NN ELS is rapidly changing, but r ′ (orange curve) for NNN ELS shows a nice GOE plateau near K = 0. The hybrid SYK is in GUE in some range near K/J = 1 and there is a CNCT from the GUE to the Poisson as K/J increases. As shown in [27] , when r is at the GUE (β = 2) value ∼ 0.6027, r ′ would be close to something with ∼ 3β + 1 = 7 value ∼ 0.7344. When r is in Poisson value ∼ 0.3863, the r ′ would be close to 1/2 which is slightly below the GOE value ∼ 0.5359. For N (mod 4) = 0, 2 in (a) and (c), as explained in the text, the very slightly above Poisson one on the left near the q = 4 side is fake. The quantum chaos in the GOE is hidden in this fake Poisson and can be dragged out by doing ELS on a given parity sector (Q12, Q23, Q34). While, the Poisson one on the right near q = 2 side is a true one. However, it can be shown that the NNN ELS of the mixed ensemble of the four un-correlated sectors must show GOE. Indeed,r ′ shows a plateau on GOE at small K. There is always a CNCT from the GUE to the Poisson as K/J increases in (a)-(d).
Eq.6 where one can still identify a conserved quantity P m Eq.7. Just from symmetry point of view, the hybrid 4 colored SYK belongs to the class A, so may satisfy GUE for any ratio of K/J. So when performing the ED, we need to look at a given total parity (−1)
Qt . However, the KAM theorem shows that as K/J increases to (K/J) c , there maybe a CNCT from the GUE to the Poisson. Our ED studies shown in Fig.7 confirms this picture.
A. N even case
It is instructive to look at K/J → 0 limit in Fig.7(c) and (d). If one just focus on the total parity sector (−1)
Qt , As shown in Table 2 , there is a no degeneracy d t = 1. When N (mod 4) = 0, 2, when doing the ED, the four separate parities in (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ) falling in the same Q t are mixed together, because these 4 sectors are completely independent of each other, so there are no level repulsion among the 4 sets of energy levels, then the ELS may start to show something similar to ( in fact, slightly above ) Poisson [40] . This is indeed the case shown in Fig.7(c),(d) . Naively, it could mislead to the conclusion that H 1234 maybe integrable when N (mod 4) = 0, 2. Note that here it is 4 sectors are mixed together in the same total parity sector Q t , while in the 2 color case, only two sectors are mixed, so the 4 color case is more close to the Poissonian than the 2 color case. However, as shown in Fig.5 , when doing the ELS on separate parities (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ), then the ELS shows its real face: BDI and CI. As K/J increases to (K/J) c , there is a crossover from the "fake" Poisson to GUE, then followed by a CNCT from GUE to the real Poisson near q = 2. As shown in Fig.7 (c) and (d), the "fake" Poisson shows a nice plateau regime near q = 4 whose length maybe used to quantitatively characterize the stability of the quantum chaos near the q = 4 side.
B. N odd case
Similarly, If one still focus on the total parity sector (Q t , Q 0t ). As shown in Table 2 , when N (mod 4) = 1, 3, due to the existence of the P z operator which maps (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 , Q 0t ) to (Q 12 + 1, Q 23 + 1, Q 34 + 1, Q 0t ), there is a double degeneracy d t = 2. The degeneracy is broken by any K. However, as shown in the last section, when doing the ELS on separate parities (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 , Q 0t ), the ELS shows GOE ( Fig.5a,b. ). The evolution and fine structures characterized by NN ratio r and NNN ratio r ′ are shown in Fig.7 b,c. Especially, r ′ is needed to quantitatively characterize the stability of the quantum chaos near the q = 4 side.
VI. PERSPECTIVES AND DISCUSSIONS
As mentioned in the introduction, during the last decade, since the discovery of the topological insulators [1, 2] , there are also extensive research activities on the classifications of topological phase of matter which break no symmetries [3, 4] . These phases also split into two classes: interacting symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases with trivial bulk order ( short-range entanglement ) and symmetry enriched topological (SET) phases with non-trivial bulk topological order ( longrange entanglement ) [3, 4] . In some special cases, the Hamiltonian whose exact ground states show such SPT or SET orders can be constructed, but these Hamiltonian, in general, involves highly non-local interactions which are needed to stabilize such states. In most cases, the Hamiltonians which may host these phases are not known, the classifications are purely symmetry based. For a general simple experimental accessible Hamiltonian, these states may have much higher energy than conventional symmetry broken states.
A dual vortex method (DVM) was developed in [57] [58] [59] [60] to classify all the possible Mott insulating phases of interacting bosons hopping in a various 2d lattices at generic commensurate filling factors f = p/q ( p, q are relative prime numbers ). The DVM is a magnetic space group ( MSG ) symmetry-based approach which, in principle, can be used to classify all the possible phases and phase transitions in a extended Boson Hubbard (EBHM) model. But if a particular phase identified by the DVM will become a stable ground state or not depends on the specific values of all the possible parameters in the EBHM. This kind of question can only be addressed by a microscopic approach such as Quantum Monte-Carlo (QMC) simulations on a specific Hamiltonian. The combination of both methods are needed to completely understand quantum phases and phase transitions in the EBHM. Similar kind of approach was extended to 3d ( called vortex condensation approach ) to classify SPT phases in 3+1 D [3, 4, 54, 55] .
The possible organization patterns of matter can also be classified from a different perspective: they can also be classified by how quantum information are scrambled in the system. So in this paper, we took a different route and achieved different goals: We classify different types of quantum chaos and quantum information scramblings in the colored Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev ( SYK) models instead of its topological equivalent classes by using the random matrix theory (RMT). Here, we already wrote down a realistic colored SYK Hamiltonian We identify its maximal symmetries, the largest number of conserved quantities ( which are various fermion parities ) and the smallest ( irreducible ) Hilbert space. Especially, one must also exhaust all the possible anti-unitary operators which commutes or anti-commutes the Hamiltonian. There are also two kinds of such anti-unitary operators, the first kind keep all the conserved quantities in the same sector, the second kind map out of the sector. The former leads to the RMT classification, the latter establishes the connections between different sectors, therefore the degeneracy of the energy levels. If any symmetry or conserved quantity or any operator is missed, it can lead to misleading results in both classifications and ED results. We achieved such a goal in classifying the quantum chaos in colored SYK with 2 and 4 colors and balanced number of Majorana fermions among different colors. The color degree of freedoms may also be promoted to a global symmetry G, then the parities are promoted to various conserved quantities, so it is also interesting to see how the color degree of freedoms compared to the SYK model with a global G = O(M ) or G = U (M ) symmetries [46] . As shown in [31] , there are some still unknown relations between colored SYK and the colored ( GW ) tensor model. The method can also be applied to do the RMT classifications of colored tensor models [34] .
It is interesting to note that the RMT was originally proposed to study the many body energy level correlations of a nuclei with a large atomic number to hold large number of electrons [61, 62] . Then it was also used to classify the quantum chaos of non-interacting electrons moving in a random potential which may show metal to Anderson insulator (MIT) transition [63] . There is a corresponding chaotic to non-chaotic transition (CNCT) where the single particle energy level statistics ( ELS) satisfies WD in the metal, while Poissonian in the Anderson insulator. There are previous studies on the RMT of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) [56] . In the presence of pairing such as colored superconductivity in QCD, fermion numbers are no longer conserved, only the fermion parities are conserved. So our method may also be applied to do the RMT descriptions of colored superconductivity in QCD. On the other hand, the topological equivalent classes of the SPT phases of of non-interacting electrons such as topological insulators or superconductors can be classified with the same symbols as the 10-fold way of the RMT [1, 2] . However, the SPT or SET phases of many body interacting electrons maybe classified by using more advanced mathematical tools such as co-homology, corbordism and tensor categories [3, 4] .
As shown in this paper, the color degree of freedoms make dramatic differences. This is due to the color degree of freedoms leads to more conserved parities and also more anti-unitary or unitary operators. As shown in the text, even or odd number of Majorana fermions seem make a lot of differences. This is also due to even or odd lead to different number of mutually conserved parities and also different anti-unitary or unitary operator contents. In retrospect, the multi-channel Kondo models lead to dramatic differences than a single channel Kondo models [47] [48] [49] [50] where the channel index plays a similar role as the color index here. Further only the boundary conditions changing in odd number of fermions lead to non-Fermi liquid behaviours, therefore absence of any quasi-particles While the boundary conditions changing in even number of fermions lead to Fermi liquid behaviours with well defined quasi-particle excitations. Of course, the odd number of Majorana fermions lead to non-trivial topology and play dramatic roles in the classifications of topological phases of matter [3, 4] , while usually, even number of Majorana fermions do not.
As presented in the introduction, there are at least two different ways to characterize the quantum chaos or quantum information scramblings. One way is to use the Lyapunov exponent ( or spectrum ) to characterize the quantum information scramblings, it can be extracted through evaluating OTOC at an early time t d < t < t d log N ( namely, between relaxation time and Ehrenfest time, see Fig.1 and also Fig.O3d ) in a large N expansion. Another way is to use RMT to characterize energy level statistics or spectral form factor in a 10 fold way. The many body energy level spacing ∆E ∼ e −N , so the RMT describes the energy level correlations at the Heisenberg time scale τ H ∼ 1/∆E ∼ e N . Because the wide separation of the two time scales t s and t H , it remains an open problem to explore the relations between the two schemes. It was believed that the two schemes are complementary to each other to characterize quantum chaos of a system from different perspectives. So it remains an outstanding problem to investigate the connections between the results achieved by RMT here with those achieved by the OTOC in [12] .
The colored SYK models may also be experimentally realized in various cold atom [64] , cavity QED systems [35] or solid state system [65] where there maybe always color degrees of freedom. They naturally stands for with different band indices in a material. This could achieve the lofty goal of investigating various exotic properties of quantum black holes just in a conventional lab on earth. 
APPENDIX
In the three appendices, we will give an alternative inter-color pairing presentation to classify the quantum chaos in the 2 colored (Fig.8), 4 colored cases (Fig.9 ) and also the corresponding hybrid SYK models respectively. It maybe a quite natural approach at the first sight. It may also be the most convenient and economic basis to do ED, because by pairing across different colors, one can construct the minimal Hilbert space to do the ED no matter N is even or odd. However, for N is even, due to the hide of the separate parity conservations in (Q 1 , Q 2 ) in the two color case and (Q 12 , Q 23 , Q 34 ) in the 4 color case, special cares are needed to identify the complete set of conserved quantities, the relevant operators to perform the classification and derive the degeneracy. For N is odd, one may do the classification in the minimum Hilbert space with a given Q 12 in the two color case or with a given (Q 12 , Q 34 ) in the four colored case. To be compared to the results achieved in the main text with the intra-color representation, by adding Majorana fermions at ∞, one may also do the classification in the twice enlarged Hilbert space (Q 12 ,Q 12 ) in the two color case and in the 4-times enlarged Hilbert space (Q 12 ,Q 12 , Q 34 ,Q 34 ) in the four color case. It is constructive to compare the two (when N is even) or three (when N is odd) different classification schemes which not only lead to the same conclusions, but also bring additional and considerable insights into the physical picture which may have broad impacts to other problems.
Of course, the inter-color presentation is specialized to the balanced case, can not be generalized to the imbal-anced case. While the approach used in the main text can be easily generalized to the imbalanced case. So, it is very instructive to inspect how the two complementary approaches reach the same conclusions.
A. Two colored SYK model: 3-fold way and Operator P 12 across the two colors At first sight, for both N even or odd, one can always introduce N complex fermions by combining the two flavors
,N involving only the color 2 works equally well, it will not lead to new symmetry ). It is easy to show P Qt is in H 4 . Then P 12 Q t P −1 12 = N − Q t which justifies P 12 as an anti-unitary PH transformation. P 12 also commutes with the Hamiltonian [P 12 , H 4 ] = 0. It seems indicate the ELS is the same as the complex fermion SYK case discussed previously [21, 22, 27] : (1) For N (mod 4) odd with d t = 1 in a given parity Q t , it is always GUE, (2) N (mod 4) = 0, GOE, with d t = 1 in a given parity Q t (3) N (mod 4) = 2, GSE, with d t = 2 in a given parity Q t . Unfortunately, these results are inconsistent with those listed in Table I . In the following, we study how to remedy the problems.
(a) N is even Obviously, the total parity Q 12 = Q 1 + Q 2 is not enough, because (Q 1 , Q 2 ) are separately conserved. It may not be convenient to express (Q 1 , Q 2 ) in terms of the complex fermions c i , c † i in this basis, but can be most conveniently expressed in terms of the Majorana fermions as shown below.
To fix this problem, we may still take
where N c = N/2 as defined in Sec.2(a). Note that in the cross-color representation Fig.8a, Q 1 becomes complex, but remains Hermitian, so its eigenvalue remains positive. This is the price one must pay in this cross-color representation which make the Hamiltonian real, ( namely, [K, H] = 0 ), but many other operators such as the Q 1 complex. Similar things hold for Q 2 . Then one can show
So when N (mod 4) = 0, P 12 maps (Q 1 , Q 2 ) to the same sector, P 2 12 = 1, it is in GOE. When N (mod 4) = 2, P 12 maps (Q 1 , Q 2 ) to (Q 1 + 1, Q 2 + 1) with the same total parity. So it is in GUE with d t = 2 in the total parity sector. So we recovered the results listed in Table I for even N in this cross-color representation.
Note that if one do the ED in the Q 12 basis, then it mixes the two completely un-related parity sector (Q 1 , Q 2 ) and (Q 1 + 1, Q 2 + 1), so one will find the ELS maybe something similar to the Poisson statistics shown in Fig.3c . So only when doing ED in a given parity sector (Q 1 , Q 2 ), the ELS shows its real face: GOE.
(a1) A more straightforward way In fact, there is a more straightforward way to do the classification and also find the degeneracy. The parity of Q a , a = 1, 2 can be written as (−1)
Because the color 1 χ 1,i is completely real, color 2 χ 2,i is completely imaginary, so (−1)
Qa has the same sign as i N/2 . When N (mod 4) = 0, the anti-unitary operator K keeps both parities and K 2 = 1 which tell the ESL is GOE. However, when N (mod 4) = 2, K maps (Q 1 , Q 2 ) to (Q 1 + 1, Q 2 + 1) with the same total parity. So it is in GUE with d t = 2 in the total parity Q 12 sector.
(b) N is odd When N is odd, the ED is most conveniently and economically done without adding any Majorana fermions at ∞. The classifications can be done either without adding and adding. So the two theoretical approaches are complementary to each other and should lead to the same answers.
(b1) Classification in the minimum Hilbert space without adding Majorana fermions at ∞.
Even in this case, there is no need to add extra Majorana fermions at ∞. Although Q 1 , Q 2 makes no sense anymore, but Q 12 is still well defined. So we still do the ED in the minimal Hilbert space with just one conserved quantity Q 12 . Because (−1) N χ 2,N ) is real, so K keeps the parity and K 2 = 1 which tell the ESL is GOE. As said above, P 12 maps Q 12 to Q 12 + 1, so d t = 1 + 1. We did the ED in this minimum Hilbert space.
(b2) Classification in the enlarged Hilbert space by adding Majorana fermions at ∞.
In the following, we will do the classification and also find the degeneracy in the enlarged Hilbert space by adding Majorana fermions at infinity. In fact, this not necessary in the inter-color representation and in the balanced case. However, it is constructive to do it here to compare with that done in the main text.
As shown in Sec. 2(b), one can add χ 1,N +1 = χ 1∞ and χ 2,N +1 = χ 2∞ to make the parityQ 1 conservation in the color 1 andQ 1 color 2 respectively and explicitly. By adding the two Majorana fermions at ∞, one doubles the Hilbert space, also generates one more conserved parity. In this cross-color representation, it is convenient to take (Q 12 ,Q 12 ) where Q 12 is the total parity without adding the two Majorana fermions,Q 12 = Q 12 + n 12∞ is the total parity including the two added Majorana fermions. So it is complementary to the (Q 1 ,Q 2 ) basis used in the main text [52] .
There are also two corresponding operators P 12 , P as defined in Sec.2b. One can work out how the two operators act on the two conserved quantities:
Unfortunately, none of the two keeps the parity (Q 12 ,Q 12 ). One may try to use any combinations of P 12 ,P 12 and R 12 ,R 12 to construct relevant operators. For example, one can try P = KP 12P12 = Kχ 1∞ , then P Q 12 P −1 = Q 12 , PQ 12 P −1 = 1 −Q 12 , so it still does not work. However, if removing χ 1∞ from P , then just K = P χ 1∞ along does the job. Because K 2 = 1, so it is in GOE.
In fact, more straightforwardly, because both (−1)
Q12
and (−1)Q 12 are real, so K keeps both parities and K 2 = 1 which tells the ESL is GOE.
Note also thatP 12 maps (Q 12 ,Q 12 ) to (Q 12 + 1,Q 12 ), so d = 1 in the minimal Hilbert space with just one conserved quantity Q 12 , but d t = 1 + 1 in the enlarged Hilbert space with a givenQ 12 , so it can not be observed in the ED done in the minimal Hilbert space Q 12 .
For N odd, using this inter-color representation and in the basis (Q 12 ,Q 12 ), we recover the Table I achieved in the intra-color representation and in the basis (Q 1 ,Q 2 ). The two representations are complementary to each other. The former is more directly related to our ED, but can not be extended to the im-balanced case. The latter is more systematic in the theoretical classifications and can be easily extended to the im-balanced case, but not directly related to the ED.
B. Four colored SYK models: 10-fold way and Operator P 12 ( P 34 ) across the first two ( the other two ) colors and P = KP 12 P 34 .
Just like the two colored SYK model discussed above, at first sight, one can introduce N complex fermions from the first two colors
One define the anti-unitary particle-hole symmetry operator to be
In fact,
work equally well, it will not lead to new symmetry. It is easy to show . One can also show that P 12 c i P 12 = ηc † i , P 12 c † i P 12 = ηc i , P 12 χ ai P 12 = ηχ ai , a = 1, 2 where
Very similarly, one can introduce N complex fermions from the other two flavors
One can also define the similar anti-unitary operator P 34 ( or R 34 ). It is easy to see that P 34 or R 34 can do the same job, but can not provide new information. Of course, one can group differently such as P 13 , P 24 or P 14 , P 23 . They should lead to the same answers.
It can be shown that P 12 ( also P 34 ) anti-commutes with the Hamiltonian {P 12 , H 1234 } = 0. The total number of fermions
Qt is in H 1234 . In fact, the parity (−1)
Qc and (−1)
So it maps to the same (opposite ) parity in the Q c sector when N is even ( odd ). Similarly, P 34 Q c P Qa is not defined for odd N . As said above, P maps (Q 12 , Q 34 ) to (Q 12 + 1, Q 34 + 1), so d = 1 in the minimum Hilbert space and d t = 2 in the total parity Q t = Q 12 + Q 34 space. So this d t = 2 can be seen in the ED in a given total parity Q t . These results recover those listed in Table II .
As shown in Sec. 4(b), one can add χ 1,N +1 = χ 1∞ , χ 2,N +1 = χ 2∞ , χ 3,N +1 = χ 3∞ , χ 4,N +1 = χ 4∞ to make the parity conservation in (Q 12 ,Q 23 ,Q 34 , Q t ) explicitly [52] . Then one can repeat the procedures as in even N case in (a) with N → N + 1. In this cross-color representation, it is more convenient to take (Q 12 , Q 12 ;Q 34 , Q 34 ) as the complete set which is complementary to the set (Q 12 ,Q 23 ,Q 34 , Q t ) used in the main text [52] . In this set, (Q 12 , Q 34 ) is the parity without adding the four Majorana fermions ( enclosed in the two boxes in Fig.9b ) andQ 12 = Q 12 + n 12∞ ,Q 34 = Q 34 + n 34∞ is the parity including the four Majorana fermions. One can also construct two new operators P 12 = P 12 χ 1∞ ,P 34 = P 34 χ 3∞ withP . They lead to a new composite operator P = KP 12P34 withP 2 = (−1) N +1 = 1. Unfortunately, similar to the two color case discussed above, none of the these operators keep the complete set of the parities (Q 12 ,Q 12 , Q 34 ,Q 34 ) in the same sector. One can try to use P 12 ,P 12 , R 12 ,R 12 for color 1 and 2, P 34 ,P 34 , R 34 ,R 34 for color 3 and 4 to construct relevant operators in this cross-color representation Taking the experience from the two colors case, it turns out that just K along does the job. Because K 2 = 1, so it is in GOE.
In fact, more straightforwardly, since all the 4 parities (Q 12 ,Q 12 , Q 34 ,Q 34 ) are real, so K keeps all the parities and K 2 = 1 which tells the ESL is GOE. Of course, all the 4 colors individual parities still anti-commute with the Hamiltonian {(−1)Q a , H} = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, but none can keep all the cross parities. For example, (−1)Q 1 keeps Q 12 , but changes Q 12 . Note that (−1)
Qa is not defined for odd N .
Note also thatP maps (Q 12 , Q 34 ,Q 12 ,Q 34 ) to (Q 12 + 1, Q 34 + 1,Q 12 ,Q 34 ) which has the same total parity Q t = Q 12 + Q 34 , so d = 1 at a given parity (Q 12 , Q 34 ) and d t = 2 in the total parity Q t , consistent with that listed for N (mod 4) = 1, 3 in Table 2 . Obviously, this double degeneracy can be observed in the ED done in the total parity Q t sector shown in Fig.7a ,c. Of course, this representation can not be even used in the imbalanced case. Finally, we conclude that the biggest advantage to use the inter-color representation is that the Hamiltonian is made real, if all the conserved quantities are real, then the bulk ESL must be GOE. This is the 7 out of 8 cases in Table I and Table II . The only exception is that in the two color case with N (mod 4) = 2, both Q 1 and Q 2 are imaginary, so it is in GUE. Unfortunately, as said before, this inter-color representation can not be extended to the imbalanced case. When generalizing the method used in the main text to all the possible imbalanced cases with q = 4, we find all the 10 classes in the 10 fold way classifications [53] .
C. Classifications of the 2-and 4-colored hybrid SYK models in the inter-color representation It turns out that the inter-color representation may be used to reach the classifications of the 2-and 4-colored hybrid SYK models quicker than the intra-color representation used in the main text. The complex conjugate operator K is the operator who does most of the job.
(a) 2 colored hybrid case. For the representation used in Fig.9 , the hybrid Hamiltonian H Hb 1122 in Eq.6 is real and the only conserved quantity is total parity (−1)
Qt . No matter N is even or odd, Q t = Q 12 is always real and thus (−1)
Qt is also real. Then [K, H Fig.9 can not be used to make it real. In fact, it has no symmetry, so the ESL of the total Hamiltonian H Hb 1234 in Eq.21 is in GUE at any ratio J/K. If one changes the quadratic term to i K ij (χ 1i χ 2j + χ 3i χ 4j ), then just like the hybrid 2-color case, it also becomes real, the modified 4 color hybrid SYK model must also be in GOE at any ratio J/K.
